
 Be Part of Tomorrow. 
 

AI Fusion   - The new place to be to understand and use AI for economy and society 

 

Baden-Württemberg – The Länd – one of the most innovative regions in Europe. Our spending in research and 
innovation is outstanding and our companies known all over the world. In addition, The Länd is getting ready to 
be the new hot spot for Artificial Intelligence ! 

Our Industry is in the fore front of making use of AI to enable the digital and sustainable transition. With 
Cyber Valley in Tübingen is Europe´s largest AI research consortium. Academic and private sector partners are 

building bridges between curiosity-driven basic research and applied research. Cyber Valley (cyber-valley.de)  
Several  AI Innovation Parks are on their way, connecting the AI ecosystems on EU and International level to 
bring AI into applications in all sectors and with all stakeholders.  

In 2022 we start a new Forum the AI Fusion for all AI Players across the world, a  place to connect and 
cooperate across all sectors and countries : AI made in Europe gets a world wise visibility and recognition of 
our innovative power as well as our values. 

AI Fusion is not just a conference to hear and learn from the best, it is about 

- Learning and watching concrete AI applications for all economic and societal sectors 
- Connecting with knowledge carriers that explain AI options for your company and your specific 

challenges 
- Matching with research and industrial players according to your major topics 
- Connecting with start-ups and scale ups, Investors and Funding options 

You have AI solutions to make known to the world or  AI ready to be applied in companies and public 
administrations ? Come and use our Forum – meet users and partners for understanding and applying AI in all 
sectors of  business or administrations ! 

As Steinbeis Europa Zentrum we are working at the cross roads between companies and research. We are the 
bridge towards new partners and funding possibilities. And we are involved in the preparations of the AI 
FUSION. We support the concept of targeting all sectors and enable thus all society and economy to get to 
know all the concrete application possibilities of AI as well as learning about newest developments.  

Europe is rich in AI solution offers, but the companies have to know about it. The AI FUSION is the ideal place 
for this. So come and present your AI solutions, connect with the AI Champions and create new partnerships 
for your next steps to go. Interested in being part of building the AI Community and sharing your AI Solutions 
?Connect with Kim Laber, Project Manager AI FUSION under kim.laber@messe-stuttgart.de or call +49 178 
3704 074.  

We – the management of Steinbeis Europa Zentrum – are a Fan of this new AI FUSION and a strong promoter 
of the importance of such a format in the Centre of Europe. Share this with all potential stakeholders! We want 
to see you in Stuttgart !  

 

Dr. Jonathan Loeffler and Dr. Petra Püchner 

Management Steinbeis Europa Zentrum  
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